Viewpoint

I hope that you are noticing the changes in *Golf Business* and that they are for the better. One thing that you will notice is that there is no card beside this column to write and mail. You'll have to do it by letter, or postcard. I hope this won't keep you from writing.

Another change is in the reader service card. There are no printed numbers to circle. Instead, simply write the number in the box and mail it in.

In doing the sprayer article in this issue, I came across some technology in using electricity, both as a direct means of killing weeds and in increasing chemical contact with the plant. This is something I'll be exploring in some future issue. It is exciting. One short item mentioned that the same results could be achieved with only half the rate. There is also equipment that constantly monitors application rate and gives you a readout right in front of you. Many of these things are still only experimental, but worth knowing and perhaps planning for.

---

**Poor Man's Golf Course Designer & Builder**

18 Hole First Class Golf Course
For Less Than $200,000?

I DO MY OWN DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
40 YEARS EXPERIENCE.

FULL WATER SYSTEM, (Semi Auto Fairways, Greens, Tees). I install my own watering system. I do not build cheap golf courses. Only the price is cheap. Our golf course is completely wholesale. We only receive a small fee. On the job every day, start to finish.

Box 9, Mays Landing, N.J. 08330
717-962-2970

I go anywhere • Renovations • Help with promotions

Circle 140 on free information card

---

**Hahn Greens Management System**

TOURNAMENT 1202 The precision Greensmower that converts in minutes to become a . . .

Verti-Cut® Thatcher
Vibra-Spiker®
Tee Mower

Get the complete greens management system or order units as you require.

Hahn DEALERS WANTED
1625 N. Garvin St., Evansville, IN 47711 (812) 428-2025

Circle 113 on free information card

---

**THE TORRENTIAL PUMP.**

No course should be without one.

Think of your course—the low spots that flood during Spring run-off and heavy rain storms.

A Torrential is your answer—This self-powered, self-priming, floating, portable pump will wipe out those unwanted water hazards . . . fast.

The Torrential is efficient, easy to operate and economical. It could be exactly what you need for the coming season.

Here's what Wally Mund, former National PGA Secretary and for 40 years head pro at Midland Hills, says, "The Torrential is a real boon to course superintendents with a water problem. It's a necessary piece of equipment for any golf course. At Midland Hills, we have two of them."

Prices: Pump $695
Hose 60c a foot
Ring Coupling $1.95

Moulton Irrigation Company, Inc.
P.O. 250 • Somerset, WI 54025
Phone 715-247-3321 – 612-439-8904

Call collect, A.M. only
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